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Best College of Nursing Graduate Student Poster Presentation

WINNER: XX

Best College of Pharmacy Graduate Student Poster Presentation

WINNER: XX

Best College of Pharmacy Postdoctoral Poster Presentation

WINNER: XX
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Best College of Public Health Poster Presentation
Graduate Students

WINNERS:

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
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Best MCOM Graduate Student Poster Presentation
Allergy, Immunology, and Infectious Diseases

Winner: XX

Best MCOM Graduate Student Poster Presentation
Cancer and Cancer Biology

Winner: XX

Best MCOM Graduate Student Poster Presentation
Cardiovascular and Clinical Science Research

Winner: XX

Best MCOM Graduate Student Poster Presentation
Molecular and Cellular Biology Research

Winner: XX
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Best MCOM Med I Student Poster Presentation
Chart Reviews, Other Case Studies, Education Research

**Winner: XX**

Best MCOM Med II Student Poster Presentation
Chart Reviews, Other Case Studies, Education Research

**Winner: XX**

Best MCOM Med II Student Poster Presentation
Chart Reviews, Other Case Studies, Education Research

**Winner: XX**

Best MCOM Med II Student Poster Presentation
Evidence Based Study Design and Outcomes Research

**Winner: XX**

Best MCOM Med II Student Poster Presentation
Interdisciplinary Research

**Winner: XX**
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Best MCOM Med II and Med III Student Poster Presentation
Interdisciplinary Research

**WINNER: XX**

Best MCOM Med III Student Poster Presentation
Interdisciplinary Research

**WINNER: XX**

Best MCOM Med III Student Poster Presentation
Interdisciplinary Research

**WINNER: XX**
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Invited Graduate Student
Oral Presenters

Misty Ochotny
Sandra Acosta
Ruan Cox
Elizabeth Franzen
Stephanie Hudey
Adnan Muhammad
Shams Rahman
Erika Thompson
Jillian Whelan
Jonathan Wischhusen
Zhiwei Zhou
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USF Health
Vice President’s Award
for Outstanding
Graduate Student
Oral Presentation Award

XX
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MCOM
Outstanding Postdoctoral Poster Presentation

Winners:

XX

XX
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MCOM
Best Resident
Poster Presentation

Winners:

XX
XX
XX
XX
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Watson Clinic Award
Best MCOM
Med IV Student
Poster Presentation

Winner:
X
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Dr. Christopher P. Phelps
Memorial COM Neuroscience
Graduate Student
Travel Award for Best Poster
Presentation

Winner:

X
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Pediatric Administrators Award for Best Presentation on Children’s Health

Winner: X
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Best Undergraduate Student Poster Presentation

Winners:

XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
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Congratulations
to all of the
2014 Annual
Research Day
Award Winners!

Award certificates are available at
Marshall Student Center Rm. 2706
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You are welcome to join us for the 2014 USF Health Research Day RECEPTION at 4 pm in the Ballroom/Atrium